REVIEW #1: Match the word with its definition.
1. abducted - (duck)  a. irregular military
2. guerrillas - (gorillas)  b. move clumsily
3. buffoon - (baboon)  c. large water pipe
4. flounder - (flounder)  d. to kidnap
5. culture - (vulture)  e. to live in
6. elegant - (pelican)  f. to urge, prick or prod
7. inhabit - (rabbit)  g. highly productive
8. goad - (toad)  h. a joker
9. fertile - (turtle)  i. products of humans
10. aqueduct - (aqua duck)  j. exhibiting excellence

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word. The word form may need changing.

1. The speaker began to ________ when he couldn't find his notes.
2. The Romans built ________ to carry water to their cities.
3. Bryan's friends ________ him to try out for the tennis team.
4. The ________ child was returned to his parents by the police.
5. A ________ person often reads great literature.
6. Ants ________ ant hills.
7. The princess was dressed in an ________ gown at the ball.
8. ________ troops often capture weapons from their enemies.
9. Mabel is a ________ cow and has a calf every spring.
10. Robin stood on his head and acted the ________ at Larry's party.
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